# Hammer CLI - Bug #28132

[Hammer] [CR-General] The id field in Compute Resource images listing are not shown
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### Description

An "images" list from GCE is being fetched but the 'id' field is not being shown if I choose fields to display like "id, name" or even if I choose any predefined sets. The issue is also repro with VMWare image listing.

#### How Reproducible:

Always

#### Steps:

1. Attempt to list images (name and uuids) from GCE/VMWare Compute Resources.
   1. `hammer compute-resource images --fields 'ALL' --id 1`
   2. `hammer compute-resource images --fields 'id,name' --id 1`

#### Actual Behavior:

1. The list shows the names of all available images.
2. The list doesn't show id(UUIDs of images) field in both the cases.

#### Expected Behavior:

1. The hammer listing of CR images should also show the ids/uuids of an images along with names.

### Associated revisions

Revision 45b2eede - 11/28/2019 03:10 PM - Shira Maximov

Fixes #28132 - Add images uuid to CR images (#457)

### History

**#1 - 11/04/2019 05:28 PM - Oleh Fedorenko**

- Triaged changed from No to Yes
- Difficulty set to easy

**#2 - 11/28/2019 10:02 AM - Shira Maximov**

- Assignee set to Shira Maximov
- Status changed from New to Assigned
#3 - 11/28/2019 10:04 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from Assigned to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/hammer-cli-foreman/pull/457 added

#4 - 11/28/2019 03:10 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases hammer-cli-foreman-0.20.0 added

#5 - 11/28/2019 04:02 PM - Shira Maximov
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset hammer-cli-foreman|45b2eede0ba92d2037e95592c26e419b2273320d.

#6 - 12/20/2019 10:40 AM - Kavita Gaikwad
- Bugzilla link set to 1785576

#7 - 01/09/2020 06:06 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/hammer-cli-foreman/pull/482 added

#8 - 01/10/2020 01:14 PM - Oleh Fedorenko
- Fixed in Releases hammer-cli-foreman-0.19.6 added